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Level repulsion in nanophotoluminescence spectra from single GaAs quantum wells
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In a recent paper, Intontiet al. attributed @Phys. Rev. Lett.87, 076801~2001!# a 3-meV peak in the
autocorrelation spectrum of low-temperature nanophotoluminescence spectra of a single disordered GaAs
quantum well to level repulsion, i.e., to the statistical analog of an avoided crossing due to overlapping wave
functions in the disorder potential. Our data, which reproduce their findings very nearly, are taken to an
additional test employing filter functions, which clearly shows that the 3-meV peak is associated with low-
energy states—in striking contrast to the level repulsion scenario. By a careful analysis of the high-energy
states, however, we are able to identify a second peak around 1.5 meV which we attribute to level repulsion.
The experiments are compared with simple model calculations, which support our interpretation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A striking phenomenon of disordered systems is the f
that the energy levels of a quantum-mechanical particle
random potential arenot simply random. More precisely,

white-noise real-space potentialV(rW), which has a correla-

tion function^V(rW)V(rW8)&5d(rW2rW8), leads to energy levels
which arenot just white noise. Random matrix theory pr
dicts energy-level repulsion, meaning that it is less likely
find adjacent pairs of individual energy levels which are e
ergetically nearby in energy than it is to find pairs which a
further apart in energy. The atomic scale roughness of se
conductor quantum wells~QW’s! leads to a disorder poten
tial for excitons in the QWxy-plane, and represents a nic
model system to study these effects. In a recent letter,1 In-
tonti et al.observed a maximum around an energy differen
of DE53 meV in the average autocorrelation functions2 of
nano-photoluminescence~PL! spectra of a single 3-nm-thin
GaAs QW. They attributed the 3-meV peak to an interp
between level repulsion—which leads to a dip at sm
energies—and correlations in the disorder potential. Toge
these make an energy separation of the PL lines of 3 m
more likely than others. Intontiet al. found good agreemen
with the theoretically expected statistics of the eigenener
in a disorder potential which is a convolution of white noi
with a Gaussian.

We reproduce the experimental findings of Intontiet al.
on several samples under very nearly identical conditio
However, by applying filter functions to the data we find th
the 3-meV peak is not consistent with level repulsion. Also,
again by virtue of using filter functions, we are able to ide
tify an additional peak aroundDE51.5 meV corresponding
to high-energy states in the PL spectrum which we attrib
to level repulsion. Moreover, by introducing the technique
spatial autocorrelations of the measured PL maps, we
able to demonstrate that these high-energy states are ac
more extended than the low-energy ones.

Level repulsion is the statistical analog of an avoid
0163-1829/2002/65~20!/205327~9!/$20.00 65 2053 
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crossing: otherwise accidentally degenerate energy le
tend to split because of the finite overlap of the wave fu
tions. This trend is obviously pronounced for the more e
tended high-energy levelsand weaker for the more localize
low-energy states of the spectrum. How can we test this
portant characteristic energy dependence? As we h
pointed out,2 we can multiply the measured individual P
spectra,I n(\v) by filter functions of the form

f ~\v!}exp~6\v/E0!,

with a filter parameterE0 and a photon energy\v, i.e.,
I n(\v)→ f (\v)3I n(\v). For the1 (2) sign, the high-
~low-! energy states are emphasized. Thus, for1 (2) we
expect the 3-meV peak to remain or increase~decrease!,
which is what we indeed find in one-dimensional numeri
calculations strictly following the lines of the theoretical ca
culations of Ref. 1 for level repulsion~see Sec. III!.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
experimental results obtained from four different samp
with some qualitative discussion. In Sec. III we compa
these experimental findings with simple numerical calcu
tions, and show that it is crucial not only to account f
atomic scale roughness of the QW but also for the monola
islands—even if the monolayer islands are not apparent f
the average PL spectra. Furthermore, it will become obvi
that a rich variety of behaviors results from rather sm
variations of the parameters of the disorder potential.
other words, we are able to draw one consistent picture
all the samples investigated here and in previous work.

II. EXPERIMENT

In the following, we show data sets based onN individual
nano-PL spectra.2,1 Depending on the requirements,N varies
between 6400 and 12 800. The design of all the samp
discussed in this paper is summarized in Table I. The fi
sample to be discussed, cat81~Fig. 1!, is very nearly identi-
cal to the sample shown in Ref. 1. It is a single, 3.5-nm-th
growth-interrupted GaAs QW with superlattice barrie
©2002 The American Physical Society27-1
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@4 ML of AlAs, no interruption, 8 ML of GaAs, 180-s growth
interruption~GI!, etc.#, grown by molecular-beam epitaxy o
a ~100! GaAs substrate. The GaAs film is 47 nm away fro
the sample surface. The excitation power~at \vexc.
51.96 eV, from a He-Ne laser as in Ref. 1 or at\vexc.
51.73 eV, from a Ti:sapphire-laser as indicated! sent into
the optical monomode fiber with a nanometer tip at its e2

is P5100 nW ~a factor of 8 lower than in Ref. 1!, and the
sample temperature isT510 K, unless stated otherwise
The light is collected by the same uncoated fiber tip and
sent into a 0.5-m grating spectrometer. In this fashion,
spatial resolution is 300 nm, and the spectral resolut
150 meV. As also explicitly shown in Ref. 1, we find n
dependence of our results on temperature and excita
power between 5 and 30 K, and from 25 nW to 1.6mW,
respectively~to be shown in Fig. 7!. The latter is also ex-
pected by a simple estimate of the average number of e
tons, Nx , under the (300 nm)2 spot as Nx5P@12exp
(2aLz)#t/(\v), with an estimated absorption coefficie
a523104 cm21, and a QW thicknessLz53.5 nm~for ex-
citation below the barrier absorption, Ti:sapphire!; P
5100 nW, the independently measured photoluminesce

TABLE I. Growth parameters of the four samples investigat

cat81/cat54 cat84/cat83

cap layer 10-nm GaAs 3.5 nm GaAs
barrier 37-nm Al0.33Ga0.66As 75 nm Al0.33Ga0.66As

grown as a SL grown as a SL
GI 180 s after GaAs 130s/240s after GaA
QW 3.5 nm GaAs 5.0 nm GaAs
barrier 134 nm Al0.33Ga0.66As 75 nm Al0.33Ga0.66As

grown as SL grown as SL
cap none 3.5 nm
etch stop 150 nm Al0.85Ga0.15As/none 150 nm Al0.85Ga0.15As
buffer 750 nm GaAs 450 nm GaAs
substrate 0° GaAs~100! 0.6°/0° GaAs~100!

FIG. 1. Individual ~top! and average~bottom! photolumines-
cence spectrum of sample cat81;N56400, T510 K, and\vexc.

51.96 eV.
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decay time under these conditions ist5175 ps, and the ex-
citation photon energy is\vexc.51.73 eV. This leads to
Nx50.44. As this average number of less than one exc
within an area of (300 nm)2 is distributed over several ten
of individual potential minima, we can safely exclude man
exciton effects under these conditions. Carrier diffusi
~which we have neglected in the estimate! will further reduce
this number.

The autocorrelation analysis consists of five steps an
similar to Refs. 2 and 1:~1! the individual spectraI n(\v)
are normalized to equal spectral integral;~2! the average
spectrum is subtracted from each individual spectrum~this
subtracts uncorrelated backgrounds!, anddI n(\v)5I n(\v)
2^I n(\v)&; ~3! the individual autocorrelation spectra a
computed from this C(DE)5*dI n(\v8)dI n(\v8
1DE)d\v8 and ~4! are averaged over a complete data s
~5! For convenience, the averaged autocorrelation func
^C(DE)& is normalized to unity atDE50.

Figure 2 shows the measured behavior on sample cat8
has a 5.6-meV average PL linewidth~Fig. 1!. For the minus
sign of the filters@the left-hand side~LHS! of Fig. 2#, the
3-meV peak becomes even more pronounced, while it r
idly disappears for the plus sign@right-hand side~RHS! of
Fig. 2#. This clearly demonstrates that the 3 meV autocor
lation peak arises predominantly from low-energy sta
rather than from high-energy states—in striking contrast
the level repulsion scenario. This trend is also observed o
another growth-interrupted GaAs QW sample with a 5-n
well width, cat84, grown with superlattice barriers~4 ML of
AlAs, no interruption, 8 ML of GaAs, 130-s growth interrup
tion, etc.!. The QW is 78.5 nm underneath the surface. T
sample also does not show immediate evidence of monol
island splitting,3,4 and has an average PL linewidth of 1
meV ~Fig. 3!, which is very nearly similar to the sample o

FIG. 2. Average autocorrelation spectra of sample cat81N
56400, T510 K, and and\vexc.51.96 eV, for different filter
functionsf (\v)5exp(6\v/E0) which are multiplied with the in-
dividual PL spectra. The filter parameterE0 is as indicated, and
E05` meV is equivalent to no filter. Spectra are vertically di
placed for clarity. Also, the relevant feature is highlighted by t
gray areas to guide the eye. Note that the feature aroundDE
53 meV disappears for decreasingE0 on the right-hand sides
while it remains nearly constant on the left-hand sides. The sa
results are obtained for\vexc.51.73 eV~not shown!.

.
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Ref. 1. The data on samples cat84~Fig. 4! and cat81~Fig. 2!
indicate that the disorder potential is more complex than
white noise with a certain correlation length.

This becomes even more obvious on two samples, ca
and cat83, we have studied which do show monolayer s
ting in the average PL spectra. Sample cat54~Fig. 5! is the
same as sample cat81 except for the etch-stop layer. Bec
of the clear distinction between the different monolayers
the average PL spectrum of sample cat54~Fig. 5!, it is ad-
vantageous to employ rectangular spectral filters rather
the exponential filters used for sample cat84 in Fig. 4.
define two filters, labeledn11 ML and n ML in Fig. 5,
corresponding to the different ML regions. For the low
energy part of the PL spectrum we again find an autoco
lation peak aroundDE53 meV (n11 ML in Fig. 6!, con-
sistent with our above findings on samples cat81 and ca
For the high-energy region (n ML in Fig. 6!, where we ex-
pect to find level repulsion, only a broad shoulder is o
served as for sample cat84. This is due to the fact that
width of the individual PL lines in this sample smeares o
the expected level repulsion dip. This will be different
sample cat83.

FIG. 3. Individual ~top! and average~bottom! photolumines-
cence spectra of sample cat84;N56400, T510 K, and \vexc.

51.96 eV.

FIG. 4. Average autocorrelation spectra of sample cat84N
56400, T510 K, and\vexc.51.96 eV, for different filter func-
tions as in Fig. 2. The same results are obtained for\vexc.

51.73 eV~not shown!.
20532
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Before we come to this interesting point, for the examp
of sample cat54 we demonstrate that not only the individ
spectra~as already shown in Ref. 1! but also the autocorre
lation functions show no significant dependence on the in
dent excitation power~Fig. 7!. A reduction of the incident
power down to 25 nW does not change the correlation ma
mum of the (n11) ML peak.8 For very large excitation, this
feature gradually disappears. The same holds for increa
sample temperature~RHS of Fig. 7!. This intensity indepen-
dence rules out biexciton effects as a possible origin of
autocorrelation maxima for all the samples investigated h

Sample cat83~Fig. 8! differs from sample cat84 only in
two respects, both favorable to the formation of large islan
the growth interruption after the QW was 240 s, and t
substrate was untilted compared with the 0.6° tilt for sam
cat84. Because of the highly structured average PL spect
of sample cat83~Fig. 8!, we employ rectangular spectral fi
ters as introduced for sample cat54. We define three filt
labeledlow, middle (mid), andhigh in Fig. 8. For the low-
energy part of the PL spectrum we again find the autoco
lation peak~low in Fig. 9!, consistent with our above find
ings on samples cat84, cat81, and cat54, but slightly shi
toward lowerDE than 3 meV. In contrast to this, we find
different line shape as well as a different position of the pe

FIG. 6. Average autocorrelation spectra of sample cat54N
56400, T510 K, and \vexc.51.73 eV, for rectangular filter
functions as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. Individual ~top! and average~bottom! photolumines-
cence spectra of sample cat54,N56400, T510 K, and \vexc.

51.73 eV.
7-3
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G. VON FREYMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205327
~1.5 meV! in the autocorrelations for thehigh filter. Themid
filter does not show any interesting autocorrelation featu

As pointed out above, it is expected that level repuls
corresponds to spatially more extended states. To test
crucial aspect, we show PL maps of the two different spec
regionslow andhigh in Fig. 10~a!. It is obvious that thelow
maps exhibit resolution-limited small spots, while the imag
corresponding tohigh maps exhibit more extended brigh

FIG. 7. Average autocorrelation spectra of sample cat54N
5400 and\vexc.51.73 eV, for the (n11) ML area. Temperature
and excitation power are as indicated.

FIG. 8. Individual ~top! and average~middle! photolumines-
cence spectrum of sample cat83,N512 800, T510 K, and
\vexc.51.73 eV. The circles~bottom! denote the half-width at hal
maximumW of thespatialautocorrelations obtained from PL map
similar to those in Fig. 10. Note that they tend to be more exten
in real space for thehigh region than for thelow region.
20532
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regions. As this impression is not really objective, howev
we discuss the spatial autocorrelations. As for the spec
autocorrelations, the spatial average of the intensity a
given photon energy is subtracted. We have averaged
two-dimensional autocorrelation of the PL maps like those
Fig. 10~a! over the full 2p angle around the center, i.e
(Dx50,Dy50). Two examples for thelow andhigh regions
are shown in Fig. 10~b!. Their half width at half maximum is
depicted for small spectral windows of 2.5 meV width fro
low to high energies at the bottom of Fig. 8. It becom
obvious that the spatial extent of the autocorrelations

FIG. 10. ~a! Photoluminescence maps for sample cat83 for t
of the three spectral regions indicated in Fig. 8. Note that the ene
interval namedlow leads to images with well-defined small spot
while the images corresponding tohigh exhibit more extended
bright regions.~b! Spatial autocorrelations~averaged over the full
2p angle around the origin! for maps similar to those of~a!. The
half-width at half maximumW of the spatial autocorrelation
throughout the complete spectral interval are shown in Fig. 8.
d

FIG. 9. Average autocorrelation spectra of sample cat83T
510 K and\vexc.51.73 eV, for the spectral intervals defined
Fig. 8 based onN512 800 individual spectra. Note that we obser
an autocorrelation maximum aroundDE53 meV for the low-
energy interval, while we find a small but significant maximu
aroundDE51.5 meV for thehigh-energy interval. This detail~see
dashed rectangle! is magnified in the inset.
7-4
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LEVEL REPULSION IN NANOPHOTOLUMINESCENCE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 205327
creases from low to high energies. In particular, it is mu
broader for thehigh region in Fig. 9, where we find the
1.5-meV autocorrelation maximum, which we attribute
level repulsion.

If the 1.5-meV peak does correspond to level repulsi
what is the origin of the 3-meV peak? Sample cat83 d
show obvious signs of monolayer island splitting, as is ty
cal for such thin QW’s. Also, note that the sample used
Ref. 1 also showed a shoulder on the low-energy side of
average PL spectrum in Fig. 1 of Ref. 1, corresponding t

FIG. 11. Calculation: Upper part: Illustration of the disord
potential V(x) resulting from the convolution of the 1s exciton
wave function with the sum of a white-noise contribution~a! and
monolayer steps~b!. This results in the total potential~c!, with all
potentials plotted on the same energy scale. Lower part: Monol
island size distribution used for the calculations for the differ
samples.

FIG. 12. Calculation~no ML islands!: Parameters have bee
chosen such that both a typical individual~top! and the average
~bottom! spectrum match sample cat81~see Fig. 1!, N51600.
20532
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10-meV monolayer splitting. It is well established5 that
growth interruption at a GaAs surface leads to extended
islands on the AlAs-on-GaAs interface. The lateral extent
these islands was determined to be around 40 nm from
excitation spectroscopy in Ref. 6. This leads to a late
quantization energy of about 3 meV. If the size of the mon
layer islands is not too inhomogeneously distributed, o
thus expects a peak of around 3 meV in the autocorrela
spectra. By means of numerical calculations~Sec. III! we
will verify that this peak remains even if the standard dev
tion of the size distribution is comparable to the mean val
It is also well known7 that epitaxial growth leads to an atom
cally rough GaAs-on-AlAs interface which gives rise to
potential contribution resembling white noise. Extend
states from these regions as well as from the monolaye
lands are responsible for the level repulsion.

III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

For a complete modeling of the above photoluminesce
experiments—in principle—one not only needs to comp

er
t

FIG. 13. Calculation~no ML islands!: Level repulsion scenario
as used in Ref. 1 analyzed with filter functions. The behavior is
striking contrast to our experimental findings on samples cat81
cat84~compare with Figs. 2 and 4!, N51600.

FIG. 14. Calculation~including ML islands!: Parameters are
chosen such that both a typical individual~top! and the average
~bottom! spectrum match sample cat84~compare with Fig. 3!, N
51600.
7-5
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G. VON FREYMANN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205327
the eigenenergies of excitons in the disorder potential
also treat the kinetics of excitons. If the excitons were th
malized, the photoluminescence spectra would be given
the product of the absorption spectrum and a Boltzmann
tribution. Obviously, for a sufficiently high exciton temper
ture, the absorption and PL would become nearly identi
However, additional experiments9 did show several indica
tions that the excitons under these conditions arenot ther-
malized. Adding a streak camera to our setup, we have
formed time-resolved experiments which show that
photoluminescence rise times are comparable to the d
times atT510 K. Thus excitons cannot fully thermalize un
der these conditions. In agreement with this observation,
merical calculations10 also show that excitons at low tem
peratures cannot fully thermalize in disordered quant
wells due to the localization in local potential minima.

Complete numerical calculations, including computatio
of the eigenenergies and the kinetics, have been performe
isolated cases,10,11 but can currently not be used in the sen
of a fit procedure. Thus such a complete treatment is bey
the scope of this paper. Here—in order to allow for a dir
comparison with their work—we strictly follow the lines o
Ref. 1, which assumed that the PL spectra are identical to
absorption spectra. While this is a crude assumption ind
we still expect to obtain at least some general trends an
features which help to interpret the experiments. In w
follows, we compute the eigenenergiesEa and the corre-
sponding dipole matrix elements11 Ma , with

TABLE II. Parameters used for the different calculations. F
the exciton mass we choosem50.3m0 ~Ref. 11.!

data EML ~meV! j ~nm! s ~meV!

level81 — 15 11.43
simu84 5.0 17 8.89
simu54 10.7 15 7.62
simu83 6.5 15 3.81

FIG. 15. Calculation~including ML islands!: In contrast to Fig.
13, monolayer islands are included. Obviously, this dramatic
changes the qualitative behavior. The resulting behavior nic
matches that of the experiment on sample cat84~compare with Fig.
4!, N51600.
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Ma5E Ca~x!dx, ~1!

by numerical solution of the one-dimensional stationa
Schrödinger equation

S \2

2m

]2

]x2
1V~x!D Ca~x!5EaCa~x! ~2!

for a disorder potentialV(x) to be specified now.
Monolayer steps, describing the AlAs-on-GaAs interfa

are one contribution to the disorder potential@Fig. 11~b!#.
The heightEML of the ML steps is a parameter~for each
sample! which is chosen to match the experimental data
second parameter associated with the ML steps is the w
of the ML islands,l. Generally, one expects a distribution
sizesl. On the one hand,l cannot be larger than is obviou
from the maps~300 nm resolution limited!; on the other
hand, it cannot be smaller than the exciton diameter, as
distinct ML peaks in Figs. 5 and 8 would vanish in this ca
Apart from the ML islands, the disorder potential contains
second contribution corresponding to the atomically rou
GaAs-on-AlAs interface, which is modeled by gaussia
distributed white noise@Fig. 11~a!#. The standard deviations
of this white-noise potential governs the average PL lin
width of both monolayer regions, and is determined this w
The sum of these two potential contributions@~a! and ~b! in
Fig. 11# has to be convoluted with the exciton wave functi
to describe the averaging over finer structures due to
inner degrees of freedom of the exciton11 @Fig. 11~c!#. Addi-
tionally, this convolution also accounts for a certain spa
correlation lengthj in the disorder potential,

V~x!→E
2`

1`

V~x2x8!exp~2ux8u/j!dx8, ~3!

and can therefore be seen as another fit parameter. This
relation lengthj was previously used in Ref. 1. The solutio
of the Schro¨dinger equation with this disorder potentialV(x)
delivers the exciton energy levelsEa as well as the corre-
sponding dipole matrix elementsMa of the optical transi-
tions @see Eq.~1!#. This leads to the optical densityO at a
photon energy\v according to

O~\v!}(
a

Ma
2d~\v2Ea!. ~4!

In the numerical calculations, a 300-nm-wide window is ch
sen to mimic the resolution of the fiber tip in th
experiment.12 The individual d-shaped lines in Eq.~4! are
convoluted with a Lorentzian with a 300meV width ~corre-
sponding to the average experimental linewidth!.

We start our discussion with calculations along the lin
of Ref. 1, i.e., with a correlated white-noise potential on
~no monolayer islands!. The fit parameters are chosen su
that the individual and average PL spectra resemble the
perimental data of sample cat81~compare Figs. 12 and 1!. At
the same time, also the autocorrelation functions~without
filter, i.e., for E05` meV) agree quite well~compare Figs.
13 and 2!. This is the same level of agreement as alrea
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LEVEL REPULSION IN NANOPHOTOLUMINESCENCE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 205327
demonstrated in Ref. 1.However, applying the same filte
functions as in the experiment~compare Figs. 13 and 2!, we
find a striking disagreement between experiment and the.
Consistent with our qualitative discussion on level repuls
in Sec. II, theory shows that the correlation maximum arou
3 meV disappears if the low-energy states are emphas
~LHS in Fig. 13!, and that it remains if the high-energy stat
are emphasized~RHS in Fig. 13!—level repulsion stems
mostly from the more extended states. This is opposite to
experimental results~see Fig. 2!. Thus the theory without
monolayer islands is not able to describe the experimen
cluding the filter function test, while theory works fine with
out the filter functions. This again highlights the crucial im
portance of the filter function test.

If the correlation maximum in a sample with a small a
erage PL linewidth as cat81 is related to localized sta
rather than more extended states, how does and interpre
in sample cat84? As for sample cat81, the calculations w
out monolayer islands are not able to describe the exp
mental behavior~not shown!. Choosing monolayer island
with a height ofEML55.0 meV, the average PL spectru
and the autocorrelation functions resemble the experime

FIG. 16. Calculation~including ML islands!: Parameters are
chosen such that both a typical individual~top! and the average
~bottom! spectrum match sample cat54~see Fig. 5!, N51600.

FIG. 17. Calculation~including ML islands!: As in the experi-
ment on sample cat54~compare with Fig. 6!, the correlation maxi-
mum in the~n11! ML region is found aroundDE53 meV and
N51600.
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findings ~compare Figs. 14 and 15 with Figs. 3 and 4!: Em-
phasizing the low-energy states~LHS!, the correlation maxi-
mum remains, emphasizing the high-energy states~RHS! no
distinct structures can be resolved. This is in good qualita
agreement with the experimental data~compare Figs. 4 and
15!. From numerous numerical calculations we know that
actual shape of the correlation maximum depends on
precise distribution of the ML island sizesl. For sample
cat84, we have chosen an island size distribution around
nm ~see simu84 in Fig. 11!, which is in good agreement with
experimental findings from photoluminescence excitat
spectroscopy on single islands~dots!.6

Reducing the quantum well width increases the confi
ment energy and therefore increases the influence of
fluctuations. Sample cat54~QW width 3.5 nm! shows clearly
distinguishable ML regions, which are reproduced in the c
culations by increasing the heightEML of the ML islands~see

FIG. 18. Calculation~including ML islands!: Parameters are
chosen such that both a typical individual~top! and the average
~bottom! spectrum match sample cat83~see Fig. 8!, N51600.

FIG. 19. Calculation~including ML islands!: As in the experi-
ment on sample cat83~compare with Fig. 9!, the correlation maxi-
mum in thelow region shifts toward smallerDE due to the wider
ML islands as compared to sample cat84. The small and unu
maximum found in thehigh region~see the inset! nicely reproduces
the experiment~see Fig. 9!, N51600. This feature is a result o
level repulsion.
7-7
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Table II!. Again the average PL spectrum and the autoco
lation functions resemble the experimental findings~compare
Figs. 16 and 17 with Figs. 5 and 6!. For then11 ML region,
well-localized states are expected. The autocorrelation fu
tion indeed shows a maximum aroundDE53 meV which is
more pronounced than for samples cat81 and cat84 du
the better spectral separation between the two ML regio
The broad shoulder in then ML region is also reproduced in
the theory~comparen ML regions in Figs. 17 and 6!.

Increasing the growth interruption after growing the Ga
quantum well means increasing the monolayer island
and reducing the disorder in the sample, i.e., reducing
amplitude of the white-noise potential contribution. This
exactly what was done in sample cat83~see Table I!. Reduc-
ing the white-noise amplitude and increasing the monola
island size from 40 nm to 57 nm in the calculations~see
Table II!, we are able to qualitatively fit the richly structure
average spectrum of sample cat83~compare Figs. 18 and 8!.
The various peaks in the average spectrum~Fig. 18! are di-
rectly related to the various excited levels corresponding
states localized in one monolayer island potential minimu
The splitting between these states directly corresponds to
~roughly! 3-meV maximum seen in the autocorrelation sp
tra of the previous samples as well as in this sample~com-
parelow in Fig. 19 with low in Fig. 9!. These lines become
visible in the average spectrum because the contributio
the white-noise potential is smaller in sample cat83~see the
smallers in Table II!. As a result of the larger average islan
size l of sample cat83~see Table II!, the quantization energy
in the islands is reduced, which shifts the autocorrelat
maximum toward somewhat smaller values ofDE as com-
pared to the other samples. Most interestingly, the unu
shape of the autocorrelation functions for thehigh regions
also agrees very well~comparehigh and insets in Figs. 9 and
19!. The wave functions corresponding to these high-ene
~PL! lines are not localized in the potential minima of ind
vidual monolayer islands. Inspection of the correspond
wave functions~not depicted! shows that they are more ex
tended than the ones corresponding to localization in mo
layer islands—in nice agreement with the findings of t
experiment@see Fig. 10~b!#. Thus the autocorrelation max
mum of thehigh region not only has a different energet
E
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position than thelow region, but also has a different physic
origin: It reflects level repulsion inasmuch as one reac
this idealized case in reality. In the strict sense, level rep
sion only occurs in a white-noise potential—which we ha
not found in any of the semiconductor quantum-well samp
investigated.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have shown that the recently repor
3-meV peak in the autocorrelation spectrum of nan
photoluminescence spectra of a single GaAs quantum we
not consistent with level repulsion if one takes the data to
test by applying filter functions. These filter functions sho
that the 3-meV peak is due to low-energy states which
attribute to the lateral quantization of excitons in the mon
layer islands. The 1.5-meV peak we observe on the hi
energy side is attributed to level repulsion. As expected,
corresponding photoluminescence images show more
tended states indeed. In general, one has to be aware tha
autocorrelation spectra are not uniquely related to one di
der potential. However, as we have exemplified in this pap
the combination of autocorrelation spectra and various p
sibilities of filter functions is a powerful tool to determin
the underlying disorder potential. In theory, we have us
disorder potentials containing both a white-noise contrib
tion and monolayer islands. Interestingly, by slight variatio
of the parameters, one can generate a rich variety of be
iors, and thus account for many of the surprising featu
seen in the experiments on different samples.
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